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COURSE STAFF

Convenor Details:
Name: Associate Professor Mina Roces
Room: Morven Brown Room 359
Phone: 9385-2348
Email: m.roces@unsw.edu.au
Consultation Times: Mondays and Wednesdays 10-11am

COURSE DETAILS, SUMMARY AND AIMS: 6 UOC

This course is an advanced subject on Philippine history. It aims to mentor students through the process of conceptualizing, researching, analyzing, presenting, and writing an original piece of research based on primary sources on a topic in modern Philippine history. The seminar is structured into two parts: part (1) is a discussion of set readings on particularly historical periods and part (2) is a ‘workshop’ designed to mentor students through the process of research and writing their original research projects. Working from the premise that this will be the first time students have the opportunity to work intensively and independently on an original topic, the workshop segment of the course will cover the important stages in the research and writing of a major original piece of scholarship from: making a bibliography, defending the bibliography in class, writing a literature review or ‘state of the field’ essay on the existing scholarship, analyzing the sources, finding a perspective, and writing an argument. Through oral presentations—conference style—students have the opportunity to articulate their arguments and communicate their results/or present their analysis and receive feedback from the tutor and their peers.

The aims of this course are:
* To develop the skills of researching and writing an original research project using primary sources
* To develop skills in working out a research topic, compiling a comprehensive bibliography and engaging with the scholarship in the field
* To investigate and critically reflect on the scholarship in Philippine history

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

At the completion of this course students will be able to:

1. complete an original research project that culminates in an original, primary-source based research essay that makes a modest contribution to the scholarship in Philippine history
2. write a ‘state of the field’ review of the scholarship and show how their own original project modifies, challenges or builds the existing academic literature on their topic.
3. Present a conference paper in class summarizing the research question, their argument and evidence
4. Conduct advanced research using primary documents

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTES

1. to obtain specialized knowledge in one Asian country (in this case the Philippines)
2. a capacity to engage in and appreciate the value of reasoned and open-minded discussion and debate

3. effective oral and written communication skills

4. the capacity for critical analysis of scholarship, writing and sources on and about the Philippine

5. An ability to understand and explain Philippine perspectives on the world

6. An understanding of the tools and methods used in the history, including an awareness of the ways in which an interdisciplinary approach enhances the study of the Philippines

These Graduate Attributes will be developed through several types of assessment tasks. (See section on assessments below.)

LEARNING AND TEACHING RATIONALE

My teaching philosophy is to make students enthusiastic about the subject matter and equip them with the skills to then research and learn on their own. It is important that students learn the skills of critical analysis and develop a questioning mind when they approach primary and secondary sources. The two new ways of thinking that I want students to learn are:

1. to move away from Western perspectives in understanding Asian societies, and
2. to grow their ability to critique Asian societies and Asian history.

I place the development of autonomy at the centre of my efforts to develop Asian literacy in the classroom. Autonomy is achieved when students are given a co-authorial voice empowering them in their own learning. In Philippine History (ARTS3214) each student is mentored in his/her own original research project. Through original, individual projects presented in class—conference style—students move from awareness to understanding (as critical thinker) to autonomy (as scholar).

I will work with the assumption that this is the first opportunity (in third year) students will have to complete an original research project using primary sources. The assessments and the workshop topics are designed to mentor students through this first experience of completing an original research project. (See Teaching Strategies below)

One of my teaching aims is to make students become more ‘Asia-literate’; in this case ‘Philippine-literate’ by the time they complete their assessments. They become autonomous scholars since ideally they should develop more research expertise than I have (although I am a Philippine specialist) in their particular research topic of choice. This is the challenge I want to present to all students enrolling in this subject.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

The course is designed to challenge students but also to work through the step by step process of completing an original piece of research that engages critically with the scholarship on the topic. The first part of the seminar will be a class discussion on important periods in Philippine history. Each seminar will begin with the convenor’s overview of the state of the field in that particular field of Philippine history and the historical context that is the background for the
topic of the day. The first hour of the seminar will be devoted to the discussion of the readings for each week.

The second half of the seminar will be a workshop that will mentor students through the completion of their research project stage by stage. The first workshop will be about finding a topic. Once the topic is confirmed with the Course Convenor students will be asked to compile a bibliography that they will submit and defend in class during the workshop. The next couple of workshops help students summarize the scholarship on their topic in order to prepare them to do the next piece of major assessment which is a ‘state of the field’ 2000 word essay that summarizes the literature (it is a literature review in practice) and engages with the scholarship showing how the student will challenge, modify, critique and contribute to the existing knowledge on the topic through their analysis of a particular cohort of primary sources. Other workshop topics include: how to critique sources, and how to find an angle and interpretation.

The last four seminars of the course will be devoted to seminar presentations conference style. Each student will have 15-20 minutes to present their findings/argument/analysis to the class and get feedback from the tutor and their peers. In order to give students full autonomy here, there will be a seminar program each week and students will chair sessions (this will give them experience also in chairing academic discussions). If each student is assigned 30 minutes per presentation they have the benefit of a 15-20 minute presentation and feedback of ten minutes per paper. We will encourage shorter presentations of 15 minutes so that they can have maximum time for class discussion on their individual work.

The Research Essay worth 50% that will be the major piece of assessment for this course. It will be due the Friday of week 13, on November 1, 2013. There is no seminar on Week13 (since we would have met for the full 12 weeks) so students can use that last week to complete their essay. Remember that since students have already written the state of the field essay and received feedback on it from their tutor, they would have already completed 1/3 of their research essay in week 6 (mid-point in the semester). The rest of the essay will be their analysis of the primary sources which they can most certainly complete in the last half of the course.

MOODLE
This course will have a Moodle presence check the website: http://telt.unsw.edu.au/.

COURSE SCHEDULE
Seminar: Thursdays 9-12 in Mathews 104.

The meetings will be divided into a section for discussion of the weekly readings and a workshop for the research project.

From week 8-12 we will have conference presentations of students’ research projects.
Seminar and Workshop Schedule

Week 1: Thursday 1 August
Introduction. Finding a Research Topic. Primary Sources Available

Week 2: 6 August
Discussion Topic: Historiography: Orientalism in Philippine Historiography and Pantayong Pananaw (Indigenous Perspectives)
Workshop: Finding a Research Topic, Framing Research Questions

Week 3: 15 August
Discussion Topic: Philippine Christianity
Workshop: Confirming your Research Topic

Week 4: 22 August
Discussion: Jose Rizal
Workshop: Defend your Bibliography.
Students Divided into two groups for next week’s workshop

Bibliographic Assignment due Thursday August 22, 2013

Week 5: 29 August
Discussion: The Filipino-American War and the American Colonial Empire in the Philippines
Workshop: State of the Field Roundtable Discussion Part 1

Week 6:
Seminar: 5 September
Discussion: The Japanese Occupation of the Philippines
Workshop: State of the Field Roundtable Discussion Part 2

State of the Field Essay Due: Monday 9 September

Week 7: 12 September
Discussion: Martial Law and the People Power Revolution
Workshop: Researching Primary Sources---Discuss the research plan for primary sources. What am I looking for? Sources and their Biases/how to critique Sources
Everyone should have read some of their primary sources and be prepared to report on what they have discovered so far. Students Divided into two groups for the next two week’s workshops on Angles, Arguments and Interpretation
Week 8:  19 September
Discussion:  Migration

Workshop: What did I find so far? Looking for an Angle/Argument and Interpretation:  Part 1 and How to give a Conference presentation.

Week 9:  26 September
Discussion:  Filipina/o American Studies

Workshop:  Looking for an Angle/Argument and Interpretation:  Part 2
Conference Presentations Begin

Mid-Semester Break 30 September -4 October

Week 10:  10 October
Conference Presentations

Week 11:  17 October
Conference Presentations

Week 12:  24 October
Conference Presentations

Week 13: No Seminar, Major Essay Due on
Friday, November 1, 2013, 4pm

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

(1) Fiesta Kultura excursion.  Monday October 7, 2013 (Labour Day weekend) at Fairfield Showground, Smithfield Road, Prairiewood, NSW Australia

(2) Publication of the Best Essays in Bayanihan News Filipino Ethnic Newspaper

(3) Attend Mina Roces’ seminar presentation to the School of Humanities Seminar Series
Tuesday September 10, 2013 12:30-1:45pm (MB310).  The presentation is on my current research project on a history of Filipino Migration and Identity Over the Long Twentieth Century.  Title of Talk:  “A Space in Social Memory:  Filipino Migrants as Community Historians 1906-2010”.
COURSE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT

This is the first time this course will be taught. Feedback will be gathered at the end of semester.

In 2012, Mina Roces was the winner of the FASS Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence. Course evaluations formed part of the portfolio of evidence in support of the nomination.

REFERENCES

Weekly Readings:

The library has digitised the readings and the links are in the weekly reading list below.

ASSESSMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class participation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of the Field Essay</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Paper presentation</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Research Essay</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bibliography
Since students have to do their own original research projects, the first step they need to learn is how to compile a bibliography of the major works of scholarship on their topic (secondary sources) as well identifying and locating the primary sources that will give them the data for their research question. Students will be required to defend their bibliography orally in class in week 4 when this assessment is submitted. The Course Convenor will mark the assessment and provide some additional recommendations as required. This assessment is due on the Thursday of Week 4.

State of the Field Essay
The next step after identifying a research question, and compiling a bibliography is to read the major scholarship on the topic and write a literature review (200 words). Students need to review the ‘state of the field’ on their topic and show how their own research project engages with the existing scholarship (for example how does it challenge, modify or contribute to the existing literature). This assessment is due Monday, September 9, 2013.

Conference Paper Presentation
Just like Asian studies scholars and History scholars, students will have the opportunity to present the results of their research and get feedback from their peers as well as the course Convenor through a 15-20 minute oral presentation. The last few weeks of the course will be run like academic conferences (complete with students serving as chairs). This will allow students to get feedback on their arguments, interpretation and analyses before they write their final drafts of their essays.

Original Research Essay
This is the main assessment for this subject. The essay is meant to be an original research essay based on primary sources. It is the student’s first experience of working on an original research project and should serve as a mini-thesis for those intending to do honours. The workshop and
other assessment tasks take students through this process step by step. After the conference presentations students will have the feedback they need to write the final version of the essay that will be due on Friday November 1, 2013 (week 13).

Class Participation
In addition to the research project that is the highlight of this course, students need to do weekly readings and discuss them in class for about 8 weeks. Each week students will receive a participation mark based on their contribution to the discussion. The readings and discussion are there to provide the broad historical context for their main research projects and will cover major periods in modern Philippine history.

Assignment Submission

- The cut off time for all assignment submissions in the School is **4pm** of the stated due date.
- 2 assignment copies must be submitted for every assessment task - 1 paper copy and 1 electronic copy
- All hard copy assessments should be posted into the Assignment Drop Boxes at the School of Humanities and Languages, outside the front counter located in the second floor of the Morven Brown Building by **4pm** on the due date. A completed cover sheet must be securely attached to assignments. The School is not responsible for any missing pages due to assignments not being stapled properly.
- In addition, a soft copy must be sent by **4pm** on the due date by email to Moodle, Turnitin.
- Students should submit a self-addressed stamp envelope so that the Course Convenor can mail marked essays (and the comments) back to the student.

Assignment Collection
Assignments should be collected from your lecturer/tutor and must be collected by the owner/author of the assignment. A Stamped Self Addressed Envelope must be provided on submission if students require their assignment to be posted back to their home address.

Assignment Extensions
A student may apply to the Lecturer for an extension to the submission date of an assignment. Requests for extension must be made on the appropriate form and before the submission due date, and must demonstrate exceptional circumstances, which warrant the granting of an extension. If medical grounds preclude submission of assignment by due date, contact should be made with subject coordinator as soon as possible. A medical certificate will be required for late submission and must be appropriate for the extension period.
To apply for an extension please log into myUNSW and go to My Student Profile tab > My Student Services channel > Online Services > Special Consideration
Late Submission of Assignments

Assignments submitted after the due or extended date will incur a penalty.
1 day late: 5% of the essay mark
2-20 days late: an additional % point for EVERY DAY LATE
21 or more days: Essay not accepted.
If an essay or assignment is more than 21 days late, the School may recommend to the Faculty that the student concerned be given the end-of-session assessment UF (Unsatisfactory Fail).

DAYS LATE INCLUDE SATURDAYS and SUNDAYS.

ATTENDANCE

To successfully complete this unit you are required to attend minimum 80% of classes. If this requirement is not met you will fail the unit. The Tutor will keep attendance records.
SEMINAR CONTENT TOPICS, READINGS
AND WORKSHOP TOPICS

Week 1: Introduction

Link to follow (or else pdf file uploaded in Moodle). Book ordered check catalogue.

Dip into this reading each week before you read the other resources. This chapter does a quick general overview of modern Philippine history that will give you some background for the other readings.

Week 2: Historiography: Orientalism in Philippine History and the Pantayong Pananaw Perspective

959.9031/11

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104290

Online source (type the author’s name in the library searchbase under Searchfirst)

Week 3: Philippine Christianity

Readings:
Spanish rule, Christianization and Philippine Catholicism in history

959.902/9

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104367

282.599/3

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104368

Week 4: Jose Rizal and Philippine nationalism against Spanish Rule

Week 5: The Filipino American War and the American Colonial Empire in the Philippines

959.9031/13

616.9883/48
EBOOK ORDERED. Link Forthcoming

S959.903/24

Week 6: Japanese Occupation

Readings: All primary sources
S959.9035/10

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104371

Maria Rosa Henson, *Comfort Woman Child of Destiny* ONLINE Access available, pp. 59-77.

Filipino Heritage S959.9/10 (10)

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104288

Filipino Heritage S959.9/10 (10)

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104289

959.9035/9

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104372

Week 7: Martial Law up to PP revolution

959.9046/35

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104373

S959.9027/8

http://searchfirst.library.unsw.edu.au/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=UNSW&fn=search&vl(freeText0)=UNSW_DigiTool104374
Week 8: Migration


Week 9: Filipina/o American Studies


PRIMARY SOURCES AVAILABLE AT The UNSW LIBRARY

*This is just a taste of what is available, there is more but this would depend on your topic so we can investigate more.

This will give you an idea of what sorts of topics you could do. But there are many more. This is just a taste of what sources we have for certain broad topics.

I will advise students on their primary sources during the workshops and on individual consultations if necessary.

Starting Reference: before you do a topic read the relevant little section in Roces, Alfredo (ed.), Filipino Heritage The Making of a Nation, (Manila: Lahing Pilipino 1977-78) 10 volumes, SREF 959.9/10 (10) (Look at the index see your topic’s time period and browse through the relevant little articles which will give you some background.

Collections


Spanish Period


Rizal, José, Letters Between Rizal and Family Members, (Manila: National Heroes Commission, 1964). 863.5/RIZ/4

Rizal, José, Letters between Rizal and the Reformists, Manila : José Rizal National Centennial Commission 1962) (959.9/61)
Rizal, José, and Blumentritt, Ferdinand, *The Rizal-Blumentritt Correspondence*, (Manila: José Rizal National Centennial Commission, 1961) 959.9/19 (2-2))


Rizal, Jose, *The Reign of Greed*, English translation of *El Filibusterismo* by Charles Derbyshire, (Quezon City: Giraffe Books, 1997). (S 863.5/RIZ/1 D)

**American Colonial Period**

**Travel Writers:** There are a few Travel narratives which you can use with caution (remember Orientalism)

Mayo, Katherine, *The Isles of Fear: The Truth About the Philippines*, (London: Faber & Gwyer, 1925), S 959.9032/2

Dauncey, Campbell Mrs. *An Englishwoman in the Philippines*, (London: John Murray, 1906), S 959.9/39)

**Japanese Occupation**
Henson, Maria Rosa *Comfort Woman Child of Destiny* ONLINE Access available, pp. 59077

Filipino Heritage SREF959.9/10 (10)

Filipino Heritage SREF959.9/10 (10)

959.9035/9

**Martial Law**

Marcos’ works are available in the library.
Roces, Alfredo and Roces, Irene, *Political Cartoons of the Marcos Era*

Check the website of the Task Force Detainees

**Migration**
Tinig ng Marino (seafarer’s newsletters available on the web).
Jokes and Stories by Domestic helpers (see Mina)
Ventura, Rey. *Underground in Japan*, (Quezon City: Ateneo de Manila University Press, 1992)

Check websites of NGOs.

**Filipino American History, Memoirs and others**

Bulosan, Carlos, *America is in the Heart*, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1973 c 1946) 818.5/BUL/1


Felipe, Virgilio Menor *Hawai’I A Pilipino Dream*, Honolulu: Mutual Publishing 2002 (Order)


Scharlin, Craig, and Villanueva, Lilia V. *Philip Vera Cruz A Personal History of Filipino Immigrants and the Farmworkers Movement*, (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2000). 331.8813/10

See website of
Filipino American National Historical Society (for sources)
Filipino American Historical Association of Hawaii

Mina has got a list of interview transcripts from the Washington State Archives at Olympia in pdf file.

**Newspapers***---*

**Australia**
Filipino ethnic newspaper in Australia (available in the Mitchell library I think).
*Bayanihan News and The Philippine Community Herald.*
ACADEMIC HONESTY AND PLAGIARISM

Students seeking information on plagiarism should visit the following web site:
http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/plagiarism/index.html

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY

UNSW’s Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Policy requires each person to work safely and responsibly, in order to avoid personal injury and to protect the safety of others.

Any OHS concerns should be raised with your immediate supervisor, the School’s OHS representative, or the Head of School. The OHS guidelines are available at:

STUDENT EQUITY AND DIVERSITY

Students who have a disability that requires some adjustment in their learning and teaching environment are encouraged to discuss their study needs with the course convener prior to, or at the commencement of the course. Alternatively, the Student Equity and Diversity Unit can be contacted on 9385 4734. Further information is available at:
http://www.studentequity.unsw.edu.au

GRIEVANCES

All students should be treated fairly in the course of their studies at UNSW. Students who feel they have not been dealt with fairly should in the first instance attempt to resolve any issues with their tutor or the course convenors. If such an approach fails to resolve the matter, the School of Humanities and Languages has an academic member of staff who acts as a Grievance Officer for the School. This staff member is identified on the notice board in the School of Humanities and Languages. Further information about UNSW grievance procedures is available at: https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/Complaints.html

OTHER STUDENT INFORMATION

myUNSW is the single online access point for UNSW services and information, integrating online services for applicants, commencing & current students and UNSW staff. To visit myUNSW please visit either of the below links:

https://my.unsw.edu.au
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/ABC.html